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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 he opend the frunt door and the dog jumpped up on him  _______________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. Write an adjective in this sentence:  

 The ___________________ elephant stomped on my teacher’s foot.

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:  

 ( e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks ). Write -ing on the end of skip:  _________________

4.  Write the nearest meaning to the word head:  _______________________________________  

                              a) the top of your body      b) a smelly food 

5. Write one animal that starts with the letter m:  _______________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time l hour from now?  _____________________________________________

7. How many l dollar coins can you count?  ____________________________________________  

 How much money is there altogether?  ______________________________________________

 

8.  Write the missing numbers in the addition sentence:   __________  +  __________  =  1 5 

9.  In which month does Mrs Fran retire? ______________________________________________

 

10. l5 ties plus 2 more. How many now? ________________________________________________

Term 4 - Week 1 - Day 1

School Events Calendar
January February March April May June

26th Australia Day l0th Easter Bonnet  
Parade 2.00pm

July August September October November December
3lst Mrs Fran's 
Retirement Parade

llth Remembrance 
Day Parade

l3th Christmas 
Carols Parade
 l4th Break up Day
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 janie and her brother pete were going to watch a footy match in brisbane  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Rearrange this word. The words in the box are spelled correctly to help you:  

 dhiloay _____________________________________

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one.  

 How do you spell more than one potes  /  pots?   ________________________

4.  Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence: 

 my picture favourite. mummy’s The was _______________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5.  Make a list of things you would need to make a vegemite sandwich:  __________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time l hour ago?  ____________________________________________________

7. Write the number l3 on the number line:  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

8.  Which shape house earned 9 points?  

  ___________________________________________ 

9.  Which of these objects has the largest capacity? 

  ___________________________________________

10. 2l camels in the desert count on 3 more. How many now? _____________________________
  

 

elbow     hobbies     holiday

Term 4 - Week 1 - Day 2

BA

0 5 10 15 20

20 9 6 14

Athletic’s Day
Number of points won for each house
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 at the beach it was a cold dark night but they werent scared    

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A Pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, its, themselves).  

 Write a sentence with one pronoun:   _______________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Which word is a compound word that you would find in outer space? 

  spaceship  /  baseball  /  snowman  /  homework  ______________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Write a word from the box that is similar  

 to lady: ______________________________

5. Rearrange these words in alphabetical order:   pen  /  boat  /  circle 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 2 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. Write the number of  

 dinosaurs beside each  

 jar, then write if it is an  

 even or odd number:

8.  Write the number before and after the number in the circle:      

9.  Which object has a larger mass?  _____________________

10. 50 peanuts. Count on l more. How many now? _______________________________________
BA

Term 4 - Week 1 - Day 3

scared      above      woman     listen

1 9
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the babies of a kangaroo and a koala are called joeys. the teacher told us on  

 monday  _______________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 Write the place from the list:  ______________________________________________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 Write one contraction:   ____________________________________________________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Use a word from the box to write the opposite of  

 quiet: _______________________________

5.           Write the words you find in this word worm:  ___________________________________  

                                                                 _________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 2 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Join the pig to the answers: 

                                               

8.  Write the position of the cylinder:  _________________________________

9.  How many children in the classroom today?  _______________________ 

 Would this amount of children fit in your bedroom?  _________________

10.  73 boats were in the water. Count back l. How many boats left?  _______________________  

Term 4 - Week 1 - Day 4

found      happy      noisy      right

bedroom dog box

w e r
e n ' t e s d a r

e n ' t d a d o n ' t s i s n
' t

b

1 2 15 13

7+8 4+9 6+6

A

1 2 3 4

B

C

D
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 i didnt wont to go near the road, becose it was very busy   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. Write one verb you would do in your swimming lesson: 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Write one word that rhymes with snap:  _____________________________________________

4.  Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling  (e.g. right/write). Write the correct homophone in this sentence: 

 The ___________________ ( leaves  /  leafs ) on the bush were nice and green.

5. Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing vowels in these words:      n___v___r        t h r___ ___g h

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 3 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. 

8.  Write the chance that your principal will be wearing a cowboy hat today: 

    a) likely   b) unlikely    ________________________________________________________

9.  What shape is this sign?                         _____________________________________________

10.  l2 mangoes plus 5 more. How many now? ___________________________________________  

 

Term 4 - Week 1 - Day 5

+ =

and makes ducks
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 stop runing on the cement!     

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words.  

 Draw something that is noisy: 

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:  

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks). Write -s or -es on the end of letter:  _____________

4.  There are three articles: the, a, and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella).  Write an article (a or an) to complete this  

 sentence:  The colourful bird was in ______________ old cage.

5. Writing time! Finish this sentence: The sky was looking very…  ____________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 3 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Dingo the dog eats 5 bones. Cross out the bones he eats. Write how many are left: 

                                                                                         _______________________________

8.  Write the missing numbers in the addition sentence:   __________  +  __________  =  1 6

 

9.  How many faces does this shape have?               ____________________________________  

 

10.  l4 people were on the beach. Six went into the water. How many left on the beach? ______

Term 4 - Week 2 - Day 1
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 im not well harry    

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Write a word from the box to match each picture: 

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one.  

 If you have one            how do you spell 2? g   _____   _____   _____   _____

4.  Write the nearest meaning to the word cat:   _________________________________________  

                           a) a little person       b) a furry cute four legged animal 

5. Draw yourself in the box or on a separate piece  

 of paper use the words provided to label  

 yourself:    finger    back     shin

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 4 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. 9 + 3 =_______  3 + 9 =_______ 12 – 3 =_______ 12 – 9 =_______  

8.  Write your birthday month: ________________________________________________________

 

9.  Using your pencil to measure the length of your homework book:  _____________________

10.  l l tomatoes plus 7. How many now?  _______________________________________________  

Class Birthdays
January February March April May June

July August September October November December

Term 4 - Week 2 - Day 2

beach
boat

kid
snake___________ ______________________
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the clok in me bedroom wos ticking loudly and I couldnt sleep   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves).   

 Write the pronoun in this sentence:  The bike was broken and it couldn’t be used. 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell).  Join these smaller words to make a compound word: 

                                   six  +  teen  =  _________________

4.  Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:  

 for our weather puppy. Outside nice was the ________________________________________

5. Write two animals that start with the letter o : ___________________     ___________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 4 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. What order is the gorilla coming? 

  ______________________________

8.  Write the number of objects in the box to complete the pattern:

 

 Write the pattern rule (e.g. counting forwards/backwards): ____________________________

9.  Which object has a larger mass?  ___________________

10.  28 stars are in the sky. 8 were covered by clouds. How many stars can you see now?  ____

Term 4 - Week 2 - Day 3

BA
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 joe and cooper walked to the park to play on the monkey bars swings and slipery  

 dip  ____________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of nouns to complete this question? 

 Nouns are the names of people,  _____________,   _____________, or _______________.

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 Write the contraction for these words:  does not  ____________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings.  

 Think of a word and write a word that is similar:  _____________________________________

5. Write the word that has the same sound as n:  sick   family   net  ____________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 5 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. Write the number displayed on the abacus:  __________________  

 Spell this number:  ________________________________________

8.  Who is sitting in the front left row? 
  _________________________________________________________

9.  Which will hold more?  ____________________________________

10.  l0 potatoes plus l0 more. How many altogether? _____________________________________

Term 4 - Week 2 - Day 4

A B

Tia

Emma

Jasper

Tina

Billy

Jed
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the beach at the gold coast wase very beezy     

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. Write one verb an octopus may do:  __________________

3. Write words from the box that rhyme with pet:  _______________________________________

 

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write an antonym for summer: 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Make a list of things you would need to make a banana smoothie: ____________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________       

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 5 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Draw half of the  

 picture shown: 

8.  Write the chance that your teacher will get married at school today: 

 a) likely   b) unlikely    _____________________________________________________________

9.  Practise singing this rhyme. Can you write the missing number in the box below?

10.  There were l8 sausages on the barbeque and nine were eaten.  

 How many sausages were left? ____________________________________________________  

Term 4 - Week 2 - Day 5

better     vet     have     does     large     met     remember  

Calendar Rhyme   

30 days have September, April, June and November.  All the rest have 31 except for February 

alone, which has 28 days clear but                       days in each leap year.
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 his nose was runing his head throbbed and he was coughing so he must have 

 been sick  ______________________________________________________________________    

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. 

 Write an adjective to match this picture: a __________________ telephone. 

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:   

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks). Write -ed on the end of these words:  

                 yawn______________     yell______________     cough______________

4.  Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write two separate sentences to explain the homophones: 

 for:  ____________________________________________________________________________  

 four:  ___________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the letters that come one before and one after t : ________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 6 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. How much money can you count?_________________

8.  Write the missing numbers in the addition sentence:   __________  +  __________  =  1 7

 

9.  How many children in the next door classroom today? ________________________________  

 Would this amount of children fit into your car? _______________________________________

10.  l2 onions plus 7 more. How many now? _____________________________________________

Term 4 - Week 3 - Day 1
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 she was wearing a hat glouves coat and scarf but was still cold  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which word is spelled correctly? The lights on the Christmas tree would  

 _______________ ( glow / glohowe ) at night when turned on. 

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one. Write the plural of something in the bush:  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella). Write a, an or the to complete this sentence: 

 Friday night’s dinner is _________________ pizza and _________________ ice-cream.

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                        _____________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 6 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. What symbols ( +, -, = ) are used to reach this answer?  14    7    7

8.  How many cylinders does Evan have? 

  __________________________________

9.  Match the shape with the word:

10.  There were nineteen butterflies and one flew away. How many butterflies left? ___________

Nora

Evan

Bryce

Term 4 - Week 3 - Day 2

s
t r e e t g t u b

e q m o o n z i s c h o o l v i

triangleoctagon pentagon
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 ive eaten all my vegetables so can I have some ice-cream 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves).  

 Write three pronouns:   ___________________________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Write a compound word from these two pictures:   

 

                                                                                 _________________________

4.  Write the nearest meaning to the word July:  ________________________________________  

                            a) a month of the year       b) you can sit on it 

5. Vowels are A E I O U. Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing vowels in these words:     b ___ ___ l t       f l ___ ___ d

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  ______________________  

 What will be the time 7 hours from now?  ________________________________

7. Write the odd numbers in this picture:         

  __________________________________________________                                              

8.  Make your own number pattern starting at 2:  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

9.  Draw a real world object  

 that matches this shape:

10.  l4 flies plus six more. How many altogether? _________________________________________

Term 4 - Week 3 - Day 3

 +  =

1
10
67 103

4159
97

26 72

3385
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 what a horrible beast  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 Write one noun in a shopping centre:  _____________________________________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words. Write the short way for the highlighted  

 words in the sentence: That is an amazing story you just told.  ____________________    

4.  Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence: left arm. Dad watch a wears his on 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence: The grass was so green on…  ___________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 7 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Use numerals to write thirty-seven:  ________________________________________________                                                  

8.  Who is sitting behind Emma? 

  ____________________________________________________

9.  The _______________________ is longer than my arm.

10.  There were 20 bricks on the fence and 2 fell off. How many bricks left? 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

Term 4 - Week 3 - Day 4
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 schol was cold twoday. we eight our lunch in the clasroom  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of verbs to complete this question?  

 Verbs are _______________________________ words. 

3. Write the pair of words that rhyme:        summer / autumn         candles / handles  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings.  

 Which word is a synonym for like:  love / wet  _____________________________________

5. Writing Time! The person on my left is...  _________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 8 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7.  

8.  Write the chance that your principal will arrive at school on a broom today: 

 a) likely  b) unlikely   ______________________________________________________________

9.  Which object is heavier? _________________________

10.  5 bees plus l0 more. How many now? ______________________________________________  

A B

Term 4 - Week 3 - Day 5

+

+

=

=
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 4 - Day 1
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 we whent to wet and wilde i closed my iyes, the ride was so scarey 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adjectives to complete this question?  

 Adjectives are d ___ scribin ___ words.

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:  

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks). Write -es on the end of:   fox_______    box_______   

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write the antonym for entry: west / exit ______

5. Write words from the box that begin with the letter y: _________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 8 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Which shark has eaten the amount of fish to match the sum?  _________________________

  

 

 

8.  Write the missing numbers in the addition sentence:      __________  +  __________  =  1 8 
 

 

 

9.  Which will hold more? _______________________________

10.  There were twenty chickens in the pen and two were sold. How many left in the pen? ____

A B

yoyo  zebra  rubbish  favourite  yellow  winter  weather  yabby  win  quick 

1 0   - 8   =  2
A B
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 cindy and natalie danced on the tip of there toes  _______________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Write the word that is spelled correctly:  money / drinck / whitch ___________________

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one.   

 Draw something that you can make more than  

 one or plural. Have a go at spelling this word  

 and check with an adult. 

  _________________________________________

4.  There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella). Which article (a, an or the) suits the sentence: 

                                     ______ bird was sitting on the fence post.

5. Writing time! Finish this sentence with a word that starts with the letter m:  

 March is the third ____________________ of the year.

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 9 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. 3   +  5   =  ________     5   +  3   =  ________     8   -  3   =  ________     8   -  5   =  ________

8.  Write the difference in points between triangle and the circle:  _________________

 

9.  How many children in the classroom today? _________________________________  

 Would this amount of children fit into the classroom next door? ________________

10.  There were 6 cream buns left at the tuckshop and five were eaten.  

 How many cream buns left? _______________________________________________________

20 9 6 14
Athletic’s Day
Number of points won for each house
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 soccer was aidans favorite sport  _______________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write a sentence using the pronoun her: ___________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell).  Write the two words that join together to make the compound word for this  

 picture:             ____________________  +  ____________________  = ____________________  

4.  Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write the homophone for knead:  heel / need  __________

5. Make a list of things you would need to play a game of soccer:  ______________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 9 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7.  What position is            coming?  ________________

8.  Write the next eight numbers counting backwards in 10s:  

 88    ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 

9.  Write the date and month of Break Up Day: _________________________________________

10.  Challenge! 44 whales and 5 more. How many now?  _________________________________  

Year 1 Term 4 - Week 4 - Day 3
Name:

School Events Calendar
January February March April May June

26th Australia Day l0th Easter Bonnet  
Parade 2.00pm

July August September October November December
3lst Mrs Fran's 
Retirement Parade

llth Remembrance 
Day Parade

l3th Christmas 
Carols Parade
 l4th Break up Day
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 4 - Day 4

Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 when youre hare is long you can braid it poot it in a bun a pony-tale or just  

 where it down  _________________________________________________________________    

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 What noun does this picture show?   orange  /  scales  /  cherry  ____________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 Write the correct short way for these words: should not _____________________________

4.  Write the nearest meaning to the word socks:   ______________________________________  

                               a) to keep animals in       b) wear these to bed 

5. Write the five letters that come after u:  _____________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time l0 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. Draw MAB blocks to match the number:  2 1 
 Spell your answer: 

  _______________________________________

8. Is Oliver sitting on the  

 left or right side of the  

 classroom?  ____________

9.     Colour the ovals green:

 

 

10.   There were eighty-seven tissues in a box and 7 were used.  

 How many tissues were left? ______________________________________________________

Tia

Emma

Jasper

Tina
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Jed
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 4 - Day 5
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 he looced under his bed, on the shelfs, on the flore, but couldnt find his cap    

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. Write the verbs in this sentence:  

 Mum said, “You are spilling the milk!”  __________________________________________

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:  

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks). Write -ing on the end of these words:   

      eat ______________     cross ______________     slap ______________

4.  Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:  

 on teacher has The cheese sandwich. usually his 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                     _______________________________________________

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time l0 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Which of these show half?  

  _______________________                                                          

8.  Write the chance that you will ave a swimming lesson this afternoon: 

 a) likely  b) unlikely  ________________________________

9.  Circle what 3D shape does a soft drink can make?            sphere  /  cube  /  cylinder

10.  37 fish plus l0. How many altogether? ______________________________________________

 

A B C
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 5 - Day 1
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation: 

 paula couldnt stop laughing it was such a funny movie    

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words.   

 Write the missing adjective then  

 draw a picture to show  

 a _____________________ flower.

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:  

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks). Write -s on the end of these words: 

                          bowl ____     run ____     tree ____

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings.  

 Write a word from the box that is similar to talk:  _____________________________________

5.  Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing consonants in this word:  Clue: it’s a number      _____ _____ _____ e e  

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time ll hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. Write the value of this coin:                          __________________________________________

8.  Write the missing number in the addition sentence:   __________  +  __________  =  1 8

9.  Using your sharpener, measure the length of your book:  _____________________________

10.  88 cherries were in the box and 7 were eaten. How many cherries left? _________________

rabbit   huge    pond    speak
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 5 - Day 2
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 watch out four the cars  

  _______________________________________________________

2. Write the word that is spelled correctly: 

 Nathan's __________________ ( coff / cough ) seemed to be getting better everyday.

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one.  

 Add -s or -es to house to make it plural:  ___________________________________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites.  

 Using a word from the box write the an antonym for wide:  ____________________________ 

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence: The noise was so loud it… _______________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________ 

 What was the time ll hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Write the missing numbers:  

 Clue: think of the hundreds board. 

8.  How many shapes are there altogether? 

  __________________________________ 

 Spell the number: __________________ 

  __________________________________

9.  Which object has a larger mass?  ___________________

10.  50 crabs plus 9. How many now? __________________________________________________

Nora

Evan

Bryce

BA

first     found     narrow     happy     hard     noisy     rough     right

7 8 10

19
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 5 - Day 3
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 jelly ice-cream and carrot cake were bens favorite foods  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves).  

 Write the pronoun/s in these sentences: Please hand me the bag. Ours is broken. 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word (e.g. seashell).  

 Write a compound word using two words from this list:   eat    pillow    dog    case    

                              ________________________________________

4.  Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write the correct homophone in this sentence: 

 We had to  __________________ ( sell / cell ) sausages to raise money for the school. 

5. Writing Time! The person in front of me is... ______________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time l2 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. Write the number of presents, then write if it is an even or odd number:

 

8.  Write the missing number:    98  ________   1 0 0  

9.  Which will hold less? ______________________________

10.  89 ducks were in the pond and two ducks flew away. How many ducks left? ____________

BA
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 5 - Day 4

Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the pop singa was very lowd on stage  _________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 Write one noun that an apple would have:  _____________________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 Write one contraction: ________ Write the long form of your contraction:  ______________

4.  There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella).  

 We use  ______________  ( a, an or the )  before words that begin with a consonant.

5. Put a line through or write the word for the picture that doesn’t belong:  ________________  

  

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time l2 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Write the word for these numbers:     

 Challenge!  1 02  __________________________________________  

  __________________________________________________________  

 90  _____________________________________________________                                                         

8.  Is Tia sitting on the left or right side of the classroom? ________________

9.  Practise singing this rhyme. Can you write the missing words on the line below:

10.  There were 63 beetles plus 4. How many altogether? _________________________________

Tia

Emma

Jasper

Tina

Billy

Jed

Oliver

Kate
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Calendar Rhyme   

30 days have                              April, June and                              .  All the rest have 3l  

except for February alone, which has 28 days clear but 29 days in each leap year.

horse cow sheep umbrella
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 they’re hous had thre bedrooms      

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. What verb does this picture show? 

                            skid       squeeze      pull    _______________________________________

3. Write words from the box that rhyme with matter: ____________________________________ 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

 

4.  Write the nearest meaning to quick:  _______________________________________________  

                                            a) to move fast      b) hot to touch

5.  Write the capital letter for:  v ________    e ________    f ________    g ________    j  _______

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time l hour from now?  _____________________________________________

7. 

8.  Draw something that won’t happen tonight:

9.  How many children in the classroom today? _________________________________________  

 Would this amount of children fit into your backyard? _________________________________  

10.  26 flowers plus 3 more. How many now?   ___________________________________________

 

Year 1 Term 4 - Week 5 - Day 5
Name:

batter    your    have    chatter    large    patter    scatter 

+

+

=

=
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 6 - Day 1
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 his sister rebecca war very hi heals  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. Write an adjective in this sentence:  

 The  _______________________________ rubbish had to be put in the big bin outside.

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:  

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks). Write -s on the end of these words: 

                                    choose _____     choice _____

4.  Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence: from orange. squeezed juice the the I  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Make a list of the things you would to take to school each day: _______________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time l hour ago?  ____________________________________________________

7. Which shark has eaten the amount of fish to match the sum? ___________________________

 

8. Write the missing numbers in the addition sentence:   __________  +  __________  =  20

 

9.  Draw a rhombus:

 

10.  72 glasses plus 6 more. How many now? ___________________________________________

1 5 - 8 = 7
A B
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 6 - Day 2
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 in netbal you have two run jump cach and throw  ______________________________     

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Write the word that is spelled correctly:  brush    fesh    hellp   ______________________

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one. To make this word plural you don’t  

 add -s or -es. How is the plural form of mouse spelled? ______________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings.  

 Write a word that is similar to couch:  ______________________________________________

5. Say the word. Write the beginning sound you hear on the line, then put these words into  

 alphabetical order:  ______________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time I0 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. 4  + 6  = __________     6  + 4  = __________     1 0  – 4  = __________     1 0  – 6  = __________

8. Which shape house earned 20 points? 

  __________________________________

9. How many sides does this shape have? 

  __________________________________  

 Write its name:  ____________________

10. There were 93 forks in the dishwasher and three were taken out. How many forks left in the  

 dishwasher?  ____________________________________________________________________  

20 9 6 14

Athletic’s Day
Number of points won for each house

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

snail ladder comb
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 6 - Day 3
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the lites flashed yellow red grean  _______________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write one pronoun to finish this sentence:    _____________ ran the race and came first. 

3. Write do, does or did to make the sentence correct:  

         __________ the sun rise in the morning?

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write the opposite of morning: ______________

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                   ________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 2 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. What position is                      coming? _____________________________________________

 

8. Determine the rule and complete the counting pattern: 

 92  9 1  90 _____   _____  _____    _____  _____   Rule: __________________________

9. Complete: The ________________________________________ is shorter than my finger. 

10. 80 trains plus 8. How many now? __________________________________________________

p e a d l d z p
l a t e s q x z s m a r t

s
r
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 6 - Day 4

Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 miss coffey was very thankfull when mary helpped her carry her bags 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people,  

 places, animals or things.  

 Draw a noun you see in the classroom:

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 Write the contraction for these words: has not ______________________________________

4.  Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write two separate sentences to explain the homophones: 

 no:  ____________________________________________________________________________  

 know:  _________________________________________________________________________

5.  Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing vowels in these words:    s t _____ d _____  n t s 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time l4 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. What number do the MAB blocks show:   ________________________ 

 Spell this number:  ____________________________________________

8. Is Jasper sitting on the left or right side of the classroom?  _________

9.  Which object has a larger mass? 

  _____________________________

10. There were ninety-three people on the train and 2 got off.   

 How many people left on the train? ______________________________

A B

Tia
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 quickly shut the dore or the dog will get out screamed millie 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words.  

 Write one verb you would do when you go to bed:  __________________________________

3. Write the pair of words that rhyme:        March  /  Apri        snake  /  rake 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article to  

 use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella).  

 Write a word to go with a, an and the in the box below: 

 

5. Writing time! Finish this sentence: The teacher was unhappy...   ____________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 2 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Show on the arrow how this picture can be equally cut in half:

8. Write the chance that you will have tuckshop for lunch today 

      a) likely  b) unlikely   ___________________________________________________________

9.  Which will hold more?___________________________

10. 66 bells plus 5. How many now? ___________________________________________________

Year 1 Term 4 - Week 6 - Day 5
Name:

a an the

A B
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 7 - Day 1
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 in july nelly susan riley and sam all have birthdas   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Draw something  

 that is crazy: 

 

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word  

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks). Write –ed on the end of rain:  ___________________

4.  Write the nearest meaning to the word sun:  _________________________________________  

                           a) a hot, bright star         b) black and cooks food

5. Writing time! Finish this sentence: My favourite movie/DVD is…  __________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 3 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. How many 2 dollar coins can you count? _______ How much is this altogether?  _________ 

8.  Write the missing numbers in the addition sentence:   __________  +  __________  =  14       

 
 

9.  How many children in the classroom today?  ________________________________________  

 Would this amount of children fit into your wardrobe?  ________________________________   

10. There were 30 letters in the letterbox and 3 letters were taken out.  

 How many letters left?  ____________________________________________________________
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 7 - Day 2
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the old man yoused a warking stick  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Rearrange this word. The words in the box are spelled correctly to help you. 

                    rachnb ______________

3. Write this or that into the sentence to make it correct:  ______ is her pink car over there.

4. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:  

 visited Christmas At family my uncle’s new my baby. ____________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5.  Change the n to l in night. Rewrite the new word:  ___________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time l5 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. What symbols (=, +, - ) are used to reach this answer?   8     6     14

8.  How many Christmas presents does  

 Sienna have?_____________________ 

 Spell this number: ________________ 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

9. How many months from March to the Sports Carnival? _______________________________

 

 
10. 55 towels plus 6. How many now? __________________________________________________

School Events Calendar
January February March April May June

26th Australia Day l4th Valentine’s Day 
Disco 
27th Swimming 
Carnival

l2th Junior School’s 
Music Performance 
Night 7.00pm

l0th Easter Bonnet  
Parade 2pm 
24th ANZAC Day 
Parade

20th Yr 2 Zoo 
Excursion 9.00am 
26th Sports 
Carnival

July August September October November December
7th Yr 4-5 Art 
Display Evening 
6.00pm NAIDOC 
week

30th Under 8’s Day 
3lst Mrs Fran’s Re-
tirement Parade

7th-llth Book Week  
25th Prep to Yr 3 
Art Display Evening

2nd Yr l School 
Disco 5pm

llth Remembrance 
Day Parade

l3th Christmas 
Carol’s Parade 
l4th Break up Day

toast   branch   brain

Cody

Amber

Sienna
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 by the swan river my muther sat with her sista sonya 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write a sentence with one pronoun included: _______________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Write the word that is a compound word that you would find in your  

 classroom:  Friend  /  snore  /  whiteboard  _____________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings.  

 Write the word that is a synonym for save:  clip / keep ______________________________

5.  Write two animals that start with the letter s:  _________________________________________  

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  ______________________ 

 What was the time 30 minutes ago?  ____________________________________

7. Write the even numbers that you see in this picture: 

  ______________________________________________

8.  Determine the rule and complete the counting pattern: 

 1 0 0 98 96  _____   _____   _____   _____   _____    

 Rule:  _________________________________________

9.  An octagon has _______________________  sides and   _______________________  corners.

10. There were ninety-five fairies in the garden and three fairies went missing.  

 How many fairies left? ____________________________________________________________

Year 1 Term 4 - Week 7 - Day 3
Name:

1
10
67 103

4159
97

26 72

3385
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 7 - Day 4

Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 his class watched a DVD abowt spain    

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Rearrange these words in alphabetical order:      voice  /  round  /  station 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words. Write the underlined words as a  

 contraction:  I do not like you yelling at me!  ____________________________________

4. Antonyms are words that are opposites.  

 Write the opposite for empty:   calm / full   ________________________________________

5.  Make a list of your favourite fruits:  ________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 6 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7.  Copy the number, write the name and draw the tally marks: 

    13                  thirteen 

    17                seventeen

8.  Is Jed sitting beside or beneath Emma? _________________________

9. How many corners does this shape have? _______________________

10. 29 bins plus 8. How many now? Use the number line to skip count: ____________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

Tia

Emma

Jasper

Tina

Billy

Jed

Oliver

Kate
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 7 - Day 5
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation: 

 the scary ride was called the giant drop 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. Write one verb a monkey may do:  ___________________

3. Write one word that rhymes with full:  ______________________________________________

4. Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write the homophone for by:   bye / red   ______________

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                      ______________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 4 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. Make up your own number sentence:

 Pictures:

 Numbers:

8.  Write the chance that you will score a goal at lunch time today: 

     a) likely  b) unlikely   ________________________________

9. Using your ruler, measure the length of your shoe: ___________________________________

10. There were 65 marbles in the bag and two were taken out.  

 How many marbles left? __________________________________________________________

+ =

w
i s e c o n d b t

u d o c t o r q c u s q u a r e

+ =
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 8 - Day 1
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation: 

 katie irene nathan and tracy all came to my party  

  __________________________________________________________________  

  __________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. Write an adjective to match this picture: 

                                   a ______________________ boy. 

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:  

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks). Write -es on the end of match:  _________________

4.  There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella). Write a, an or the to complete this sentence: 

                                     Please could I have _______ cold drink?

5.  Write the lower case letters for: W _______   L _______   N _______   T _______   A  ______

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 4 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Write another maths word for take away:  s u ___ t r a c t

8.  Write the missing numbers in the addition sentence:   __________  +  __________  =  1 6 

 

9. Which object is heavier? ________________________

10. 4l  worms plus 6. How many now? _________________________________________________

BA
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation: 

 its nice to have the heater on when its very cold     

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 Write a word from the box to match each picture:

3. Write these or those into the sentence to make it correct. 

      _______________ sunglasses over there are Jo’s.

4.  Write the nearest meaning to the word playstation:   _________________________________  

            a) a game children enjoy playing       b) a hairy animal that roars

5. Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing consonants in these colours:        ___ ___ u e          ___ i ___ ___

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 7 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. 6   +  7   =  ________     7   +  6   =  ________     1 3   -  7   =  ________     1 3   -  6   =  ________

8.  What shape house earned 14 points? ________________________________ 

 

9. Which will hold more?  ______________________

 

10. 74 snakes were on the ground and 4 slithered away. How many snakes left? ____________

Year 1 Term 4 - Week 8 - Day 2
Name:

20 9 6 14
Athletic’s Day
Number of points won for each house

church
kite

yo - yo
laptop

___________ ___________ ___________

BA
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 8 - Day 3
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 quick throw the ball two me yelled mason 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write the pronoun in this sentence: Mary makes herself breakfast every morning. 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Join these smaller words to make a compound word: 

                                four  +  teen  =  _______________________

4. Synonyms are words that have similar meanings.  

 Write a word from the box that is similar to down:  ___________________________________

5. Writing time! Finish this sentence: Henry was crying as…  _________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 5 hours from now?   ___________________________________________

7. Spell this ordinal number 6th: _____________________________________________________ 
 
8. Determine the rule and complete the counting pattern: 

 60  55  50 _____   _____  _____    _____  _____   Rule: __________________________

9.  Practise singing this rhyme. Can you write the missing word in the box below?

 

10. 64 turtles count on 2. How many now?   _____________________________________________

midday    narrow    happy    below

Calendar Rhyme   

30 days have September,                             ,                             and November.  All the rest  

have 3l except for February alone, which has 28 days clear but 29 days in each leap year.
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 im so tyred but i dont want to go to bed  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. What am I? I am loud and can sometimes hurt. It is a sound that is made from your  

 throat and mouth. I do this when I am sick with a cold. I am a… __________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 Write the correct short way for the words: she will  __________________________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. 

 Use a word from the box to write the opposite of left: ________________________________

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence: My favourite book is…  _________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time l8 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Write the number displayed on the abacus:  __________________  

 Challenge! Spell this number:  ______________________________

8.  Santa needs to move up _____________ spaces  

 to reach the Christmas tree.

9. How many children in the classroom today?  ___________  

 Would this amount of children fit into  

 your teacher’s car? __________________________________

10. 77 bats were in the tree and seven fell off.  

 How many bats left?  ________________________________

Year 1 Term 4 - Week 8 - Day 4

Name:

noisy      rough      rich      right
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 8 - Day 5
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the watter was icy kold but pat still went swiming  _____________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of verbs to complete this question? 

           Verbs are ________________________________ words. 

3. Write a word from the box that rhymes with curtain: __________________________________

 

4. Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write the correct homophone in this sentence:   

 The ( principal / principle )  ____________________  is coming to our break-up party.

5.  Write words from the box that begin with the letter w: _________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 5 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Draw 8 Christmas trees then circle half:

8.  Write the chance that you will unwrap a present today: 

 a) likely  b) unlikely   ___________________________ 

9. Draw 4 rectangles,  l pentagon and 3 circles: 

 

10. 78 reindeer were standing on your roof. 4 more landed on your roof. How many altogether? 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

better   vet   have   cough   large   remember   certain   thousand 

yoyo  zebra  rubbish  favourite  yellow  winter  feather  weather  yabby  win  
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 9 - Day 1
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 cherries are a lovly color they mattch my dress twoday   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adjectives to complete this question?  

 Adjectives are  d ____ s c  ____ i b i n g  words.

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:  

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks).  

 Write -ing on the end of give: Tip: drop the e before adding ing  _______________________

4.  There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella). Write a, an or the to complete this sentence: 

 My sandwich had some onion and _______________ sausage placed in the middle.

5.  Write the word that has the same sound as s at the end of the word:   

 silly    cheese    Tuesday    _____________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 6 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. How much money can you see? ______________ 

 

8.  Write the missing numbers in the addition sentence:   __________  +  __________  =  1 7 

9.  Name a 3D shape you see in this picture: ____________________

10. Challenge! Eighty–eight elves worked in Santa’s Workshop. Half went on their lunch break.  

 How many elves were left? ____________________________________  
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 when dean arived too skool he saw won of his socks was grey and one was blak     

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which word is spelled correctly?  I have made many  ______________________________  

 ( frends  /  friends ) this year at Summerbright State School.

3. Write was or were into the sentence to make it correct: They  ________ trying very hard.

4.  Write the nearest meaning to the word lion:   ________________________________________  

                          a) is yellow and eats meat        b) cold to touch

5. Make a list of your favourite vegetables:  ___________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was be the time l9 hours from now?  __________________________________________

7. Write the missing numbers. Clue: think of the hundreds board: 

8.  How many presents does Amber 

 have?  _________________________

9.  The  ___________________________ 

 is narrower than my pencil case.

10. Challenge! 80 Christmas trees were growning in l paddock  

 and 30 were in another.  How many now?  _______________

Year 1 Term 4 - Week 9 - Day 2
Name:

1 1 1 2 14 1 5

Cody

Amber

Sienna
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 9 - Day 3
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 nuts carrot stiks apples and yogurt are all grate snacks   ________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write one pronoun: ______________________________________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word 

 (e.g. seashell). Name the two pictures you see to write a compound word: 

                               

4. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence: time because children were Santa  

 the and happy. loved Christmas Mrs claus always ______________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5.  Rearrange these words in alphabetical order:     stick  /  dress  /  beach  /  present 

  ________________________________________________________________________________    

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 6 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Write the number of decorations  

 beside each tree, then write if it  

 is an even or odd number:

8.  Determine the rule and complete the counting pattern: 

 72  7 1  70 _____   _____  _____    _____  _____   Rule: __________________________

9.  Which object is larger?____________________________

10. Challenge! 30 presents were under the Christmas tree to be shared equally among 3 children.  

 How many did each receive? ______________________________________________________

A B

 +  =
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 9 - Day 4

Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the cats mouth was small its nose was pink its eyes were grean its whiskers were  

 long and its fur was soft   ______________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 Write the animal from the list?  _____________________________________________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words. Write the underlined words as  

 a contraction: Mrs Freeman said, “You have been very good today.”: _____________

4. Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. 

 Write a word that is similar to noise:  _______________________________________________

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                      ______________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time half an hr ago? _________________________________________________

7. Match the number to its name:

8.  Move the sleigh down one, across two, and up two.  

 Who is there? ____________________________

9.  Which will hold more? _____________

10. Challenge! One hundred drums were beating in one room  

 and fifty were beating in another. How many drums were  

 now beating? ________________________________________

spider web burger penguin

z
aen r l y x c

h
o i c e y j o i n s t r e t c h

1 4   12   13   15   1 1

eleven fourteen fifteen twelve thirteen

A B
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 9 - Day 5
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 like many littel girls emma loved to by knew clothes     

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. Write the verbs in this sentence: 

 The teacher was speaking in class, as the parent came to the door.  _____________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Write the pair of words that rhyme:    May / March    June / tune   __________________

4. Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write the opposite of loud: __________________

5.  Vowels are A E I O U. Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing vowel in this word. (Clue: can’t find my way):      l ___ s t

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 7 hours from now? ____________________________________________  

7. 

8.  Write the chance that you will climb a Christmas tree today: 

        a) likely  b) unlikely  __________________________________________________________

9.  If it is June now, how many months until Break Up Day?

10. Challenge! 200 metres of tinsel were provided to decorate the classroom. Half was given  

 to the classroom next door. How many metres left?  __________________________________

School Events Calendar
January February March April May June

26th Australia Day l4th Valentine’s Day 
Disco 
27th Swimming 
Carnival

l2th Junior School’s 
Music Performance 
Night 7.00pm

l0th Easter Bonnet  
Parade 2pm 
24th ANZAC Day 
Parade

20th Yr 2 Zoo 
Excursion 9.00am 
26th Sports 
Carnival

July August September October November December
7th Yr 4-5 Art 
Display Evening 
6.00pm NAIDOC 
week

30th Under 8’s Day 
3lst Mrs Fran’s Re-
tirement Parade

7th-llth Book Week  
25th Prep to Yr 3 
Art Display Evening

2nd Yr l School 
Disco 5pm

llth Remembrance 
Day Parade

l3th Christmas 
Carol’s Parade 
l4th Break up Day

+ =
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 ouch thats hot skreamed annabelle    

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words.  

 Write the missing adjective then  

 draw a picture to show  

 a ________________________ ship

3. Word endings are a letter or group of letters placed at the end of a word:  

 (e.g. jump - jumping, block - blocks). Write -s on the end of prize:  ___________________

4. Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write two separate sentences to explain the homophones: 

 grate:  __________________________________________________________________________  

 great:  __________________________________________________________________________

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence: The flowers in the park...  _______________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 7 hours ago? ___________________________________________________

7. 

8.  Write the missing numbers in the addition sentence:   __________    +  __________  =  1 9

 

9.  How many children in the classroom today?  ________________________________________  

 Would this amount of children fit into the principal’s office?  ____________________________

10. Santa had 40 presents on his sleigh. The elves gave Santa 4 more presents.  

 How many presents altogether?  ___________________________________________________

Year 1 Term 4 - Week 10 - Day 1
Name:

- =
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 10 - Day 2
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the teecher told the class to open there mouths wider when they sing theyre  

 carols on thursday nite   ________________________________________________________    

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which word is spelled correctly from this list?   answer     meter     grownd   

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Write has or have into the sentence to make it correct: _________  you been to Southbank?

4. There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella).  

 _______ car was travelling fast on _______ hot road.

5.  Draw yourself in the box or  

 on a separate piece of paper.   

 Use the words  chin  / tongue  / heel   

 to label yourself:

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 24 hours from now? ___________________________________________

7. 8   +  9   =  ________    9  +  8   =  ________     1 7   -  9   =  ________     1 7   -  8   =   _______

8.  How many more presents does  

 Amber have than Cody?  __________

9.  Write the number 43 in the triangles:

10. Challenge! Rudolf counted 500 stars in the Northern  

 Hemisphere and 300 in the Southern Hemisphere.  

 How many did he count altogether? ______________

Cody

Amber

Sienna
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 10 - Day 3
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 thay both ran acros the finish line at the saim time  _____________________________     

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write a sentence with one pronoun included:  _______________________________________

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Write the two words that join together to make the compound word for this  

 picture:            ____________________  +  ____________________  = ____________________

4. Write the nearest meaning to season:  ______________________________________________  

                        a) what Santa wears        b) a certain time of the year 

5.  Put a line through or write the word for the picture that doesn’t belong:  ________________  

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 8 hours from now? ____________________________________________

7. What position is             coming?                __________________________________________  

 

8.  Challenge! Determine the rule and complete the counting pattern: 

 1 99  196  193 _____   _____  _____    _____  _____   Rule: _______________________

9.  How many faces does this shape have?                              ____________________________

10. Challenge! Santa Claus had 300 pieces of Christmas cake. The elves ate half of the pieces. 

 Mrs Claus ate 50 more pieces. How many did he have left?  ___________________________

cow horse fish rooster
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 thay woke to the sownd of reindeer bels The childrin loked outside to see santa  

 running back to his sleigh   _____________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 Write the thing in this list:  _________________________________________________________  

 

3. Wouldn’t is the contraction for the words:  _________________________________________

4. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:  meet my I can’t Year 2  to new  

 teacher. wait until ______________________________________________________________

5. Writing Time! Finish this sentence with a word that starts with the letter n: 

 In maths class we had to count the  ____________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 24 hours ago? __________________________________________________  

7. Challenge! Draw MAB blocks to match the number: 1 5 8         

8.  Starting at the present, move up 2 spaces,  

 left 1 space and down 3 spaces.  

 Who do you land on? _________________

9.  Using your ruler, measure the palm of your hand: 

  ____________________________________________

10. Challenge! There were 600 Christmas tree decorations.  

 l00 were broken and l00 fell off. If half were gold, how many  

 were not gold? How many decorations were left? __________

Year 1 Term 4 - Week 10 - Day 4

Name:

truck castle cat
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Year 1 Term 4 - Week 10 - Day 5
Name:

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 before chistmis the class rote leters two santa   _________________________________ 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. 

 Circle the verb this picture shows:  sailing   running   snoring

3. Write one word that rhymes with teach:  ____________________________________________

4. Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write the opposite word to wild:  

           a) calm        b) full     ______________________________________________________

5. Make a list of the things the reindeer need for their flight:  ___________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 8 hours ago? ___________________________________________________

7. Circle or draw half of the picture shown:

 

8.  Write the chance your principal will wear a Santa Clause outfit this Christmas: 

         a) likely   b) unlikely    ________________________________________________________

9.  Which object has a larger mass?                                        ____________________________  

10. Challenge! There were 900 christmas trees in the store, they sold 400 and there were l00  

 out the back. How many do they have left altogether to sell?  __________________________

A B
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Week 1 - Day 1
1. He opened the front door and the dog 

jumped up on him.
2. various answers, adult to check e.g. big
3. skipping
4. A
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. mouse, monkey
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 8, $8
8. 9 + 6 = 15
9. August
10. 17 ties
Week 1 - Day 2
1. Janie and her brother Pete were going to 

watch a footy match in Brisbane.
2. holiday
3. pots
4. The picture was my mummy’s favourite.
5. bread, butter, butter knife, vegemite, 

plate, cutting board
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. count 3 lines after 10

8. square
9. A
10. 24 camels 
Week 1 - Day 3
1. At the beach it was a cold dark night but 

they weren’t scared.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. We went to the park.
3. spaceship
4. woman
5. boat, circle, pen
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7.  14 even, 9 odd
8.  18, 19, 20
9. A
10. 51 peanuts
Week 1 - Day 4
1. The babies of a kangaroo and a koala 

are called joeys. The teacher told us on 
Monday.

2. bedroom
3. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. it’s (it is)
4. noisy
5. various answers e.g. were, weren’t, dare, 

aren't, dad, don’t, isn’t
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 7 + 8 = 15, 4 + 9 = 13, 6 + 6 = 12
8. 2,A
9. various answers for both, adult to check
10. 72 boats
Week 1 - Day 5
1. I didn’t want to go near the road, because 

it was very busy.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. kick, swim, paddle
3. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. clap, flap
4. Leaves
5. never, through
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 17 ducks, 12 + 5 = 17
8. adult to check
9. square (four right angles)
10. 17 mangoes  

Week 2 - Day 1
1. Stop running on the cement!
2. various answers, adult to check e.g. train
3. letters
4. an
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 1 left
8. 5 + 11 = 16
9. 5 faces
10. 8 people on the beach
Week 2 - Day 2
1. I’m not well Harry.
2. snake, kid, boat
3. girls
4. B
5. adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 9 + 3 = 12, 3 + 9 = 12,  

12 - 3 = 9, 12 - 9 = 3
8. various answers, adult to check
9. various answers, adult to check
10. 18 tomatoes
Week 2 - Day 3
1. The clock in my bedroom was ticking 

loudly and I couldn’t sleep.
2. it
3. sixteen
4. Outside the weather was nice for our 

puppy.
5. various answers, adult to check 
 e.g. octopus, owl
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 2nd
8. 3, 6, 9 / counting forwards in 3’s
9. A
10. 20 stars
Week 2 - Day 4
1. Joe and Cooper walked to the park to 

play on the monkey bars, swings and 
slippery dip.

2. places, animals or things
3. doesn’t
4. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. mother/lady
5. net
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 92
8. Billy
9. B
10. 20 altogether
Week 2 - Day 5
1. The beach at the Gold Coast was very 

busy.
2. various answers e.g. swim, eat, crawl
3. vet, met
4. winter
5. various answers. adult to check  

e.g. bananas, milk, ice, ice-cream, mixer/
beater, glass/cup, straw

6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 

8. unlikely
9.  29 days
10. 9 sausages

Week 3 - Day 1
1. His nose was running, his head throbbed 

and he was coughing, so he must been 
sick.

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. ringing

3. yawned, yelled, coughed
4. various answers e.g.  

for: Trish went for a ride on her bike. 
four: There were four cupcakes on the 
table.

5. s, u
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. $1
8. 6 + 11 = 17
9. various answers, adult to check
10. 19 onions
Week 3 - Day 2
1. She was wearing a hat, gloves, coat and 

scarf, but was still cold.
2. Glow
3. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. trees, sticks, animals
4. a, an
5. various answers 

e.g. street, tube, moon, school
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 14 - 7 = 7
8. 15 cylinders
9. pentagon     , triangle     , octagon
10. 18 butterflies
Week 3 - Day 3
1. I’ve eaten all my vegetables, so can I 

have some ice-cream?
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. she, I, my, we
3. football
4. A
5. built, flood
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7.  1, 59, 41, 97, 33, 85, 67, 103
8. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. 2, 4, 6, 8,10
9. various answers, adult to check e.g. tent
10. 20 flies
Week 3 - Day 4
1. What a horrible beast!
2. various answers e.g. trolley
3. that’s
4. Dad wears a watch on his left arm.
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7.  37
8. Jasper
9. various answers, adult to check
10. 18 bricks
Week 3 - Day 5
1. School was cold today. We ate our lunch 

in the classroom.
2. doing or action
3. candles/handles
4. love
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 17, 8 + 9 = 17
8. unlikely
9. A
10. 15 bees

Answers

0 5 10 15 2013
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Week 4 - Day 1
1. We went to Wet and Wild. I closed my 

eyes, the ride was so scary.
2. describing
3. foxes, boxes
4. exit
5. yoyo, yellow, yabby
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. B
8. 17 + 1 = 18
9. B
10. 18 chickens
Week 4 - Day 2
1. Cindy and Natalie danced on the tip of 

their toes.
2. money
3. various answer, adult to check  

e.g. apple/apples, table/tables
4. a, the
5. month
6.  adult to direct, adult to check
7. 3 + 5 = 8, 5 + 3 = 8, 8 - 3 = 5, 8 - 5 = 3
8. 14 points
9. various answers for both, adult to check
10. 1 cream bun
Week 4 - Day 3
1. Soccer was Aidan’s favourite sport.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. It was her turn to skip.
3.  lady + bird = ladybird
4. need
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. soccer ball, uniform, goal posts
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 3rd
8. 88, 78, 68, 58, 48, 38, 28, 18, 8
9. 14th December
10. 49 whales 
Week 4 - Day 4
1. When your hair is long you can braid it, 

put it in a bun, a pony-tail or just wear it 
down.

2. cherry
3. shouldn't
4. B
5. v, w, x, y, z
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7.             , twenty-one 

 

8. left side
9. ovals: first and fourth pictures
10.  80 tissues
Week 4 - Day 5
1. He looked under his bed, on the shelves, 

on the floor, but couldn’t find his cap.
2. said, are spilling
3. eating, crossing, slapping
4. The teacher usually has cheese on his 

sandwich.
5. various answers, adult to check e.g. 

ground, round, sound, now, brow, brown
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. A & B
8. various answers, adult to check
9. cylinder
10.  47 fish

Week 5 - Day 1
1. Paula couldn’t stop laughing because it 

was such a funny movie.
2. various answers, adult to check e.g. red
3.  bowls, runs, trees
4. speak
5. three
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 5 cents
8. 14 + 4 = 18
9. various answers, adult to check
10. 81 cherries
Week 5 - Day 2
1. Watch out for the cars!
2. cough
3. houses
4. narrow
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7.  9, 20, 30
8. 35, thirty-five
9. A
10. 59 crabs
Week 5 - Day 3
1. Jelly, ice-cream and carrot cake were 

Ben’s favourite foods.
2. me, ours
3. pillowcase
4. sell
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 15 odd, 16 even
8. 98 99 100
9. B
10. 87 ducks
Week 5 - Day 4
1. The pop singer was very loud on stage.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. core, skin, seeds, stem
3. various answers for both, adult to check  

e.g. they’re/they are
4. a/the
5. umbrella
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. one hundred and two, ninety
8. right
9. September, November
10. 67 beetles
Week 5 - Day 5
1. Their house had three bedrooms.
2. pull
3. batter, chatter, patter, scatter
4. A
5. V, E, F, G, J
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 37, 22 + 15 = 37
8. various answers, adult to check picture
9. various answers for both, adult to check
10. 29 flowers
Week 6 - Day 1
1. His sister Rebecca wore very high heels.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. smelly
3. chooses, choices
4. I squeezed the juice from the orange.
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. school bag, lunch, hat
6.  adult to direct, adult to check

7. A
8. 4 + 16 = 20
9. 
10. 78 glasses
Week 6 - Day 2
1. In netball you have to run, jump, catch 

and throw.
2. brush
3. mice
4. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. lounge
5. s, l, c / comb, ladder, snail
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 4 + 6 = 10, 6 + 4 = 10,  

10 - 4 = 6, 10 - 6 = 4
8. triangle
9. 6, hexagon
10. 90 forks
Week 6 - Day 3
1. The lights flashed yellow, red and green.
2. either of these: he, she, I
3. does/did
4. evening, night
5. various answers 

e.g. spread, read, plate/s, smart, art, mart
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 9th or last
8. 92, 91, 90, 89, 88, 87, 86, 85 / counting 

backwards in 1’s
9. various answers
10. 88 trains
Week 6 - Day 4
1. Miss Coffey was very thankful when Mary 

helped her to carry her bags.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. table, chairs
3. hasn’t
4. various answers e.g. Mum said no to 

going to my fiend’s house. I know the 
answer to that question.

5. students
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 38, thirty-eight
8. right
9. B
10. 91 people left
Week 6 - Day 5
1. “Quickly! Shut the door or the dog will get 

out!” screamed Millie.
2. various answers e.g. read, sleep
3. snake/rake
4. various answers e.g. a bag, an elephant, 

the train
5. various answers
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. yes
8. various answers, adult to check
9. B
10.  71 bells
Week 7 - Day 1
1. In July, Nelly, Susan, Riley and Sam all 

have birthdays.
2. various answers, adult to check drawing 

e.g. crazy clown
3. rained
4. A
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 11, $22
8. 5 + 9 = 14

Answers
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9. various answers, adult to check
10. 27 letters
Week 7 - Day 2
1. The old man used a walking stick.
2. branch
3. That
4.  At Christmas my family visited my uncle’s 

new baby.
5. light
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 8 + 6 = 14
8. 9, nine
9. 2 months
10. 61 towels
Week 7 - Day 3
1. By the Swan River my mother sat with her 

sister Sonya.
2. various answers, adult to check 
 e.g. He went to the shops.
3. whiteboard
4. keep
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. snake, snail
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 26, 10, 72
8. 100, 98, 96, 94, 92, 90, 88, 86  

counting backwards in 2’s
9. 8 sides and 8 corners
10. 92 fairies
Week 7 - Day 4
1. His class watched a DVD about Spain.
2. round, station, voice
3. don’t
4. full
5. various answers e.g. strawberry
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 13, thirteen, 

17, seventeen,
8. beside
9. 0
10. 37 bins
Week 7 - Day 5
1. The scary ride was called the Giant Drop.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. scratch
3. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. pull, bull
4.  bye
5. various answers 

e.g. wise, on, second, doctor, square
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. various answers, adult to check
8. various answers, adult to check
9. various answers, adult to check
10.  63 marbles 
Week 8 - Day 1
1. Katie, Irene, Nathan and Tracy all came to 

my party.
2. various answers e.g. happy boy
3. matches
4. a
5. w, l, n, t, a
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. subtract
8. 7 + 9 = 16
9. B
10.  47 worms 

Week 8 - Day 2
1. It’s nice to have the heater on when it’s 

very cold.
2. church, kite, laptop
3. Those
4. A
5. blue, pink
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 6 + 7 = 13, 7 + 6 = 13,  

13 - 7 = 6, 13 - 6 = 7
8. rectangle
9. paint bucket
10. 70 snakes
Week 8 - Day 3
1. “Quick! Throw the ball to me!” yelled 

Mason.
2. herself
3. fourteen
4. below
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. sixth
8. 60, 55, 50, 45, 40, 35, 30, 25 

counting backwards in 5’s
9. April, June
10. 66 turtles
Week 8 - Day 4
1. I’m so tired, but I don’t want to go to bed.
2. cough
3. she’ll
4. right
5. various answers, adult to check
6.  adult to direct, adult to check
7. 197, one hundred and ninety-seven
8. 4 spaces
9. various answers, adult to check
10. 70 bats
Week 8 - Day 5
1. The water was icy cold but Pat still went 

swimming.
2. doing / action words
3. certain
4. principal
5. winter, weather, win
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 

8. various answers, adult to check
9.
10. 82 reindeer
Week 9 - Day 1
1. Cherries are a lovely colour. They match 

my dress today.
2. describing words
3. giving
4. a/the
5. cheese
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. $10
8.  4 + 13 = 17
9. various answers e.g. cube
10. 44 elves 
Week 9 - Day 2
1. When Dean arrived to school he saw one 

of his socks was grey and one was black.
2. friends
3. were
4. A

5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 3, 13, 22, 23, 24
8. 12
9. various answers e.g. ruler, pencil
10. 110 trees
Week 9 - Day 3
1. Nuts, carrot sticks, apples and yogurt are 

all great snacks.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. I, me, you
3. blackbird
4. Mrs Claus loved Christmas time because 

Santa and the children were always 
happy.

5. beach, dress, present, stick
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 11 odd, 14 even
8. 72, 71, 70, 69, 68, 67, 66, 65  

counting backwards in 1’s
9. B
10. 10 presents
Week 9 - Day 4
1. The cat’s mouth was small, its nose was 

pink, its eyes were green, its whiskers 
were long and its fur was soft.

2. penguin
3. you’ve
4. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. sound, bang
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. nearly, choice, join, joins, stretch
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. fourteen 14, twelve 12, thirteen 13, fifteen 

15, eleven 11
8.  Rudolf
9. B
10. 150 drums
Week 9 - Day 5
1. Like many little girls Emma loved to buy 

new clothes.
2. was speaking, came
3. June/tune
4. soft, quiet
5. lost
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 3 + 8 = 11
8. B
9. 6 months
10. 100 metres
Week 10 - Day 1
1. “Ouch! That’s hot!” screamed Annabelle.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. sinking, large
3. prizes
4. various answers 

grate: The grate on the bbq was hot. 
great: We had a great time eating at the 
fete.

5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 9 - 2 = 7
8. 12 + 7 = 19
9. various answers, adult to check
10. 44 presents 
Week 10 - Day 2
1. The teacher told the class to open their 

mouths wider when they sing their carols 
on Thursday night.

2. answer
3. have

Answers
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4. The/A, the/a
5. various answers, adult to check drawing
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 8 + 9 = 17, 9 + 8 = 17,  

17 - 9 = 8, 17 - 8 = 9
8. 2 presents
9. 

10. 800 stars
Week 10 - Day 3
1. They both ran across the finish line at the 

same time.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. Their shirts were all dirty from the wet 
soccer field.

3. foot + ball = football
4. B
5. fish
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 6th
8. 199, 196, 193, 190, 187, 184, 181, 178 

counting backwards in 3’s
9. 3 faces
10. 100 pieces 
Week 10 - Day 4
1. They woke to the sound of reindeer bells. 

The children looked outside to see Santa 
running back to his sleigh.

2. truck
3. would not
4. I can’t wait until year 2 to meet my new 

teacher.
5. numbers
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 

8. Santa
9. various answers, adult to check
10. 200 were not gold.

Week 10 - Day 5
1. Before Christmas, the class wrote letters 

to Santa.
2. snoring
3. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. beach, each, preach
4. A
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. water, their sleigh, their reins, 
Rudolf’s nose to lead the way

6. adult to direct, adult to check
7.  

8. various answers, adult to check
9. A
10. 600 Christmas Trees

Answers

43 43
43 43
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